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Memorandum for Record 

Subject: House of Representatives Committee on Veterans' Affairs Subcommittee on 
Compensation, Pension, Insurance and Memorial AfEirs Hearing, April 30, 1996 

1. The House of Representatives Committee on Veterans' AflXrs Subcommittee on 
Compensation, Pension, Insurance and Memorial Agairs conducted a hearing on Tuesday, April 
30, 1996 in Room 334, Cannon Office Building. The hearing's purpose was to examine the 
treatment and compensation of veterans exposed to ionizing radiation while participating in 
atmospheric nuclear tests. Representative Teny Everett chaired the hearing and Representative 
Lane Evans was the ranking minority member present. The hearing's agenda and witness list is 
attached. Also attached are witness written statements. 

2. In his opening remarks Representative Everett stated the hearing's objectives were to examine: 
why the Department of Veterans' Affairs allowed so few atomic veterans' claims; why is the 
claims process so diBcult; and whether the DVA is overly frugal when dealing with atomic 
veterans. 

3. In his opening remarks Representative Evans made several points. One was that his tither was 
an atomic veteran. He considers the present list of illnesses inadequate, the VA administrative 
process diflicult for atomic veterans, and existing statutes limited and inequitable. To address 
these issues he will soon introduce legislation that will make illnesses that are presumptive for 
Marshall Islanders presumptive for atomic veterans. 

4. The statements and subsequent questioning of witnesses focused on these issues, however a 
recurrent (and predominant) theme throughout the hearing was the role, influence, and adequacy 
of dose reconstruction. 

5. Representatives Everett and Evans asked each of the non-govenunent witnesses their opinion 
of dose reconstruction. Uniformly the responses were that it was inadequate and/or inaccurate. 

6. All non-government witnesses agreed that the list of presumptive illnesses should be expanded 
and should be consistent with those for non-veteran populations (Marshall Islanders and uranium 
miners). 

7. Other themes of non-government witness testimony included: 

a. Possible conflict of interest of DoD officials who are also on the SAIC board of 
directors. 

b. DNA's use of the bone as the target organ for the internal screen rather than the lungs 
and lymph nodes which would be more affected by inhaling resuspended radioactive 
material. Consequently, the VA's reliance on DNA internal dose information serves to 



hrther limit veterans' chances of having claims granted. 

d. Questioning the NTPR program's cost over the years vice the benefit derived by atomic 
veterans fiom the program. 

8. Some of the pertinent questions addressed to government representatives were: 

a. Testimony of non-government witnesses stated that approximately 18,000 atomic 
veterans applied for benefits but less than a thousand were granted. Were these figures 
accurate? 

Answer: Yes 

b. Are atomic veterans claims centrally or locally adjudicated? 

Answer: Locally adjudicated but centrally reviewed. 

c. Are VARO claims officers given any special training in processing radiation exposure 
claims? 

Answer. Yes, a brief course. 

d. How many veterans were on the VA's ionizing radiation registry? 

Answer: Approximately 20,000 

e. How long does it take for DNA to respond to a VA inquiry? 

Answer: 120 day average. 

f How long does it take to respond to a VA inquiry i fa  dose reconstruction is required? 

Answer: The response time can increase by a fkctor of two. [A more definitive 
answer will be provided for the record.] 

g. Were there any figures that addressed how many atomic veterans were still alive? 

Answer: No. 

h. Should other veterans be added to program i.e. nasal-pharyngeal subjects? 

Answer: Up to Congress to make that decision. 

i. Part of the VA's review process allows the veteran to submit a privately-commissioned 
dose reconstruction if the veteran disagrees with DNA's provided dose. Did anyone know 



the cost of a privately-commissioned dose reconstruction? 

Answer: No. 

j. Has the VA done a study as to why so many atomic veterans are denied benefits? 

Answer: No. [The respondent (Dr. Vogel) stated that denial was usually based on 
the information provided by the dose reconstruction. A colleague @r. Mather) 
M e r  elaborated stating that claims were denied because the dose was too low or 
the claimant's disease was not radiogenic.] 

9. Other questions were to be submitted to DVA and DNA for the record. Two DNA questions 
are: 

a. How long does it take to do a dose reconstruction for a VA inquiry? 

b. How is a dose reconstruction done? 
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